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Problem solving including Measures to 

Apply Place Value, Mental strategies and 
Arithmetic laws
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Minus
Minuend
Subtrahend
Regroup
Mass
Result

Think about the 
learning we 

have done this 
week…

Vocabulary:
Addition
Total
Altogether
Difference
Subtraction
Take away

05/11/21
LO: To add and subtract problems involving 
measures



How do we find the 
result?



How did 
we find 
the 
result?

1567g

1325g 239g



Rachel had 1328g of pears.  She was given an 
additional 239g of pears. What is the total 
mass of pears that Rachel now has?

1328g + 239g = 

The total mass of pears is 
1567g.



Rachel had 1328g of pears. She 
was given some more. She now has 
1567g of pears. How many grams of 
pears was she given?

Which part 
represents 

the 
change?
Why?

What 
do we 
know?

What do 
we need 
to find 
out?

1328g ?
1567g

We know the 
start and the 
finish so we 
need to find 
the change.



Rachel had 1328g of pears.  She 
was given an additional 239g of 
pears. What is the total mass of 
pears that Rachel now has?

1328g + 239g = 

The total mass of 
pears is 1567g.

Rachel had 1328g of pears.  She was 
given some more.  She now has 1567g 
of pears.  How many grams of pears 
was she given?

1567g – 1328g =

Rachel was given 
239g of pears.



1567g

? 239g

What do we 
need to find 
out?

We know the 
finish and 
the change.

Which part 
represents 
the start?

Why?
What do 
we 
know?

Rachel had some pears.  
She was given 239g more 
and now has 1567g of pears.  
How many grams of pears 
did she start with?



Rachel had 1328g of pears.  She 
was given an additional 239g of 
pears. What is the total mass of 
pears that Rachel now has?

1328g + 239g = 

The total mass of 
pears is 1567g.

Rachel had 1328g of pears.  She was
given some more.  She now has 1567g
of pears.  How many grams of pears
was she given?

1567g – 1328g =

Rachel was given 
239g of pears.

Rachel had some pears.  She was 
given 239g more and now has 
1567g of pears.  How many grams 
of pears did she start with?

1567g – 239g

Rachel began with 
1328g of pears.



Learning Task 1

Cut the sheet into pieces and then stick in the correct place on the 
table and complete the calculations.





• A pilot flies from London to Rome (1474km) 
and then from Rome to  Venice.  She has 
flown a total of 2310km.  How far was the 
flight from Rome to Venice.

• The combined height of the Burj Khalifa
building and the Shanghai World Financial 
Building is 1140cm tall.  The Shanghai World 
Financial Building is 492 m tall.  What is the 
height of the Burj Khalifa building?

Learning Task 2

Can you identify if they are the start, change or 
result unknown and complete the separate grid.



Destination Question


